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Stress Versus Strain

❖ Stress is an applied force

❖Tension

❖Compression

❖Shear

❖ Strain is the result of that force (deformation)

❖Deformation is a general term that refers to all  
changes in the original form of a rock body

❖Most crustal deformation occurs along plate  
margins



Deformation

❖How rocks deform

❖General characteristics of rock deformation

❖Factors that influence the strength of a rock and how  

it will deform

❖Temperature

❖Confining pressure

❖Rock type

❖Time



Strike and Dip

❖Provides a way of describing the orientation of  

rock beds, fault planes, or joints

❖ Strike is the intersection of a horizontal plane  

with the bed (a horizontal line measured as a  

compass direction)

❖Dip is the direction straight down the slope and  

is normal to the strike (measured from  

horizontal)



Strike and Dip
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Strike and Dip



Folds
❖ During crustal deformation rocks are often bent into a  

series of wave-like undulations called folds

❖ Characteristics of folds

❖Most folds result from compressional stresses which  

shorten and thicken the crust

❖ Parts of a fold

❖Limbs – refers to the two sides of a fold

❖Axis – a line drawn down the points of maximum  

curvature of each layer

❖Axial plane – an imaginary surface that divides a fold  

symmetrically



Chevron Folds



Folds



Folds

❖Common types of folds

❖ Anticline – upfolded rock layers (oldest in  
middle)

❖ Syncline – downfolded rock layers (youngest in  
middle)

❖Depending on their orientation, anticlines and  
synclines can be described as
❖Symmetrical, asymmetrical, overturned, recumbent,

or plunging



A series of anticlines and synclines



Outcrop patterns of plunging folds



Folds

❖Common types of folds

❖Monoclines – large, step-like folds in otherwise  

horizontal sedimentary strata

❖Other types of folds

❖Dome

❖Upwarped displacement of rocks

❖Circular or slightly elongated structure

❖Oldest rocks in center



Monoclines often result from fault movement



The Black Hills of South Dakota: a  

large domal structure



Folds

❖Other types of folds

❖Basin

❖Circular or slightly elongated structure

❖Downwarped displacement of rocks

❖Youngest rocks are found near the center



The bedrock geology of the Michigan Basin
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Faults

❖Faults are fractures in rocks along which  

appreciable displacement has taken place

❖ Sudden movements along faults are the cause of  

most earthquakes

❖Classified by their movement relative to the  

fault plane (parallel to dip, parallel to strike, or 

oblique)



Faults
❖Types of faults

❖Dip-slip faults

❖Movement is mainly parallel to the dip of the fault

surface

❖May produce long, low cliffs called fault scarps

❖Parts of a dip-slip fault include the hanging wall (rock

surface above the fault) and the footwall (rock surface

below the fault)



Hanging wall and footwall



Faults

❖Types of dip-slip faults

❖Normal fault (tensional stress)

❖Hanging wall block moves down relative  

to the footwall block

❖Accommodate lengthening or extension of  

the crust

❖Larger scale normal faults are associated  

with structures called fault-block moun-

tains



A normal fault



Basin and Range Mountains



Faults

❖Types of dip-slip faults

❖Reverse and thrust faults (compressional stress)

❖Hanging wall block moves up relative to the  

footwall block

❖Reverse faults have dips greater than 45o and

thrust faults have dips less then 45o

❖Accommodate shortening of the crust



A reverse fault



A thrust fault



Faults

❖ Strike-slip fault

❖Dominant displacement is horizontal and parallel  

to the strike of the fault

❖Types of strike-slip faults

❖Right-lateral – as you face the fault, the block on the  

opposite side of the fault moves to the right

❖Left-lateral – as you face the fault, the block on the  

opposite side of the fault moves to the left



A strike-slip fault



Fault

❖ Strike-slip fault

❖Transform fault

❖Large strike-slip fault that cuts through the  

lithosphere forming a plate boundary

❖Accommodates motion between two large crustal  

plates (where crust is neither created nor destroyed)



The San Andreas system is a transform fault



Faults
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Fault Types
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Faults





Geologic Maps and Cross Sections



Determining geological ages

❖Relative age dates – placing rocks and events in  

their proper sequence of formation

❖Numerical dates – specifying the actual number  

of years that have passed since an event  

occurred (known as absolute age dating)



Principles of relative dating

❖The law of superpostion

❖The principle of original horizontality

❖The principle of cross-cutting relationships

❖The law of faunal succession



Law of superposition

❖Developed by Nicolaus Steno in 1669

❖In an undeformed sequence of sedimentary rocks

(or layered igneous rocks), the oldest rocks are on

the bottom



Superposition in the the Grand Canyon



Principles of relative dating

❖Principle of original horizontality

❖Layers of sediment are generally deposited in a  

horizontal position

❖Rock layers that are flat have not been disturbed

❖Principle of cross-cutting relationships

❖Younger features cut across older feature



Cross-cutting relationships



Principles of relative dating

❖ Inclusions

❖An inclusion is a piece of rock that is enclosed

within another rock

❖Rock containing the inclusion is younger

❖Unconformity

❖An unconformity is a break in the rock record

produced by erosion and/or non-deposition of

rock units



Principles of relative dating

❖Unconformity

❖Types of unconformities

❖Angular unconformity – tilted rocks are overlain by  

flat-lying rocks

❖Disconformity – strata on either side of the  

unconformity are parallel

❖Nonconformity – metamorphic or igneous rocks in  

contact with sedimentary strata



Formation of an angular unconformity



Unconformities in the Grand Canyon



Geologic Maps and Cross Sections
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Geologic Maps and Cross Sections


